Curvature-correction-based time-domain CMOS smart temperature sensor with an inaccuracy of -0.8 °C-1.2 °C after one-point calibration from -40 °C to 120 °C.
This paper proposes a time-domain CMOS smart temperature sensor featuring on-chip curvature correction and one-point calibration support for thermal management systems. Time-domain inverter-based temperature sensors, which exhibit the advantages of low power and low cost, have been proposed for on-chip thermal monitoring. However, the curvature is large for the thermal transfer curve, which substantially affects the accuracy as the temperature range increases. Another problem is that the inverter is sensitive to process variations, resulting in difficulty for the sensors to achieve an acceptable accuracy for one-point calibration. To overcome these two problems, a temperature-dependent oscillator with curvature correction is proposed to increase the linearity of the oscillatory width, thereby resolving the drawback caused by a costly off-chip second-order master curve fitting. For one-point calibration support, an adjustable-gain time amplifier was adopted to eliminate the effect of process variations, with the assistance of a calibration circuit. The proposed circuit occupied a small area of 0.073 mm(2) and was fabricated in a TSMC CMOS 0.35-μm 2P4M digital process. The linearization of the oscillator and the effect cancellation of process variations enabled the sensor, which featured a fixed resolution of 0.049 °C/LSB, to achieve an optimal inaccuracy of -0.8 °C to 1.2 °C after one-point calibration of 12 test chips from -40 °C to 120 °C. The power consumption was 35 μW at a sample rate of 10 samples/s.